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THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS

For any academic assistance or for help in using any of
these referral resources, Call Dr. Eunice Streufert, 6478707.

Coach Hendrickson stated in his chapel message earlier
this year that this was CSP, Concordia Soccer Power.
It seems as though this may be the case with this
year's team.

STORY OF STORIES
In a letter to the incoming soccer players this summer,
Captain Chris Hahn said, "I hate to use the term
rebuilding year, so instead I will say that we are going
to be a young team." Young team indeed. This year's
team has three first year seniors, Kris Steinhelm, Ue
Vang, Dan Wolff. The team also includes juniors: Dan
Berteau, Kris Bjornstead, team captain Chris Hahn,
Peter Klemp, Thai Vang A Vue, and Paul Wentzel.
Sophomores are: Mic Bauer, Matt Dettmer, Dean Frick,
Lisa Fritz, Debbie Herman, Bob Inwards, Mark Johnson,
Patrick Poock, Larry Sipe, Chia Vang, Bill Zuelsdorf.
Freshman include: Tony Duong, Stacey Hadley, and
Chuck Harris.

Have you been spending precious moments of your
college career trying to find out where administrative
offices are? Have no fear, at last you shall be given
people and offices on the Concordia campus - those
particular areas you REALLY need to get to.
Centennial Hall was renovated this past spring and
summer to accommodate new office space. The offices
located in Centennial are - Director of Community
Services, Coordinator of Research Projects for
Concordia School of Adult Learning, Campus Pastor
(Rich Claybaker), College Relations, Development
Office, Student Services (Dean Tesch and Eileen
Imsdahl) and Director of Residential Life (Sharon
Krueger). As you walk into the foyer of Centennial you
are confronted with the office lay-out, so there should
be no problem in finding exactly whom you need to
see.

Once again this year, Comet wins will be dependant
on whether or not they can put the ball in the net.
Last year the offense produced the opportunities, but
they just could not seem to finish the play with a
score. Hopefully that problem with be solved with a
couple of new additions. Specifically, freshman Chuck
HaMs and sophomore Bob Inwards. These two
dynamic scorers, combined with the rocketfooted Paul
Wentzel, should boost the Comets to a successful
season.

In the Administration Building the offices of Registrar,
Student Accounts, Financial Management, Concordia
School of Adult Learning and Student Academic
Activities are located. Once again, all are marked with
4
signs and relatively easy to find.

Making up the backbone of a solid defensive unit are
returnees Dean Frick, Bill Zuelsdorf, and Mark Johnson,
and with the addition of Dan Wolff it can only get
better. With last years goalie J.P. Wenger not returning
it seemed as though the Comets might be left high and
dry with no one in the net. However, last spring two
eager men, namely Mic Bauer and Larry Sipe
volunteered to work with J.P. and learn the tools of
the trade. Both of them worked hard all summer and
are ready to sacrifice their bodies for the team.

Within the classroom building, the Office of Financial
Aid is housed, one of the most important offices on the
campus. After all, we are always looking for money.
It is located on the first floor of the Classroom
Building.
No problems, right? From now on you should be able
to scout around campus with ease and efficiency and
spend those precious moments on important things like sleeping.

Reading the list of names, you may have done a double
take as you read few of the names. Yes, this year's
soccer team is coed. Deb, Lisa, and Stacey are suiting
up and ready to take on all corners. They prefer to be
treated as teammates rather than anything special.

By Jeri Bates
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